TOILET ROOM UPGRADES

DOOLITTLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
735 CORNWALL AVENUE
CHESHEIRE, CT 06410
BID #2223-09

S/P+A PROJECT NO. 20.072

DATE: November 14, 2022

The following changes to the Drawings and Project Specifications shall become a part of the Drawings and Project Specifications; superseding previously issued Drawings and Project Specifications to the extent modified by Addendum #1.

General Information:

• The deadline for RFIs is Monday, November 21, 2022.

Changes to the Drawings:

• DRAWING FP101, FIRE PROTECTION PLANS, DETAILS & SCHEDULES has been deleted in its entirety. A new DRAWING FP101 has been added and is attached as part of this addendum.*

• DRAWING P101, PLUMBING PLANS has been deleted in its entirety. A new DRAWING P101 has been added and is attached as part of this addendum.*

• DRAWING M101, MECHANICAL TOILET ROOM FLOOR PLANS & NOTES has been deleted in its entirety. A new DRAWING M101 has been added and is attached as part of this addendum.*

• DRAWING E101, TOILET ROOM ELECTRICAL PLANS & NOTES has been deleted in its entirety. A new DRAWING E101 has been added and is attached as part of this addendum.*

The bid date remains unchanged by this addendum.

The addendum consists of one (1) page of 8½” x 11” text and four (4) 30” x 42” drawings*.

End of ReBid Addendum #1